Calibra Eco
with eco-friendly technology
that meet EU F-gas Regulation.

SCOP

Very Low

Hot Water

5,96

GWP

260
liter s

Calibra Eco
The new climate-friendly Calibra Eco

Calibra Eco
First geothermal heat pump
with the refrigerant of the future

Calibra, launched just over a year ago, has been a great success. Now we are broadening
the range further and taking the next step with the launch of Calibra Eco 8, 12 & 16

Thermia starts conversion it’s product range to lower GWP refrigerants, fully in line with EU
F-gas regulation as the first ground source heat pump manufacturer in Europe. Launching
ground source heat pump in 1973 we were pioneer and today almost 50ty years later
we are proud to be pioneer again.

-A new and complementary version of Calibra with the new more climate-friendly refrigerant
R452B.

Calibra Eco build on our new appreciated platform from Calibra & Atlas with market leading
properties in all our core areas. These products are consistently quieter, more efficient
and provide better hot water than comparable products of other brands.
With the new more climate-friendly refrigerant, we are now taking another step forward
in our efforts to produce products for the future. R452B has a GWP (Global Warming potential)
that is about 66% lower than R410A and allows in our construction low filling amounts, giving
the products low CO2 equivalents (Low CO2e = low impact on the greenhouse effect.)
Furthermore, the new refrigerant enables even higher efficiency with in general further
improved SCOP values compared to Calibra, also keeping and improving the product’s
fine properties in other aspects. In general: hat is possible and is suitable for Calibra
also applies to Calibra Eco.
Since the Calibra series was designed from the start to cope with the future A2L refrigerants,
a minimum of changes in the product was required in order to use R452B, which facilitates
spare parts keeping & future aftermarket.

Calibra Eco
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Calibra Eco Duo with MBH Calibra 200

Internal Information for Thermia Partners and Installers

What is F-Gas Regulation?
A new F-gas Regulation applies from 1 January 2015 and
it is a game changer for the whole refrigeration industry.
It limits the amount of HFCs(hydrofluorocarbons) which
can be placed on the market in the EU from 2015
onwards. It will also introduce bans on the use of certain
F-gases based on GWP and date for both new equipment
and for service.

Internal Information for Thermia Partners and Installers

Why R452B refrigerant?
R410A is the most commonly used refrigerant in heat
pumps and air conditioning. However, established F-Gas
regulation leads the use of refrigerants with low GWP
as long-term solution. The R452B is the most optimal
R410A replacement offering the best energy efficiency
and the lowest A2L flammability.
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Calibra Eco
Product range and performance

Calibra Eco
Plenty of domestic hot water

The world’s first geothermal heat pump with the refrigerant of the future R452B is available
in power sizes 8, 12 and 16 kW.

In the hot water cylinder, the Calibra Eco heat pump uses Tap Water Stratification (TWS)
technology. The stratification effect is obtained thanks to a coil that extends over the entire
height of the 184-liter stainless steel hot water cylinder.

The power span has thus increased to 8 kW for the smallest model, while a new 16 kW model
is added where many parts are taken from Atlas 18.
Calibra 7 & 12 and Atlas 12 & 18 with R410A refrigerant will remain in the product range but
are now complemented by the Calibra Eco series.
Calibra Eco 8

Calibra Eco 12

Calibra Eco 16

2-8 kW

3–12 kW

4-16 kW

SCOP FLOOR HEATING – (35°C) 1

5,87

5,85

5,96

SCOP RADIATOR – (55°C) 1

4,10

4,39

4,54

Heating capacity

1)

SCOP according to EN14825, Cold climate (Helsinki), P-design Calibra Eco 8: 6 kW (B0W55), 7 kW (B0W35). P-design Calibra Eco 12:
11 kW (B0W55), 12 kW (B0W35). P-design Calibra Eco 16: 15 kW (B0W55), 16 kW (B0W35).

COP (Coefficient of Performance) is an
indicator of the efficiency of a heat pump.
In specific test and laboratory conditions,
an assessment is made of the heat pump’s
ability to supply heat, relative to the amount
of electricity required to extract it.

SCOP (Seasonal Coefficient of Performance) is a new average
measurement that shows how effective the heat pump is on an
annual basis including weather, summer and winter conditions.
This gives you a realistic picture that makes it much easier to
compare heat pumps across producers. It gives a more accurate
picture of the efficiency, than with the COP value.

The TWS system provides 15% more hot water 50% faster than traditional alternatives.
The secret lies in the way that the different components interact. Inverter technology, TWS
technology and hot water production priority, combined with the compressor continuously
adjusting its speed and capacity, quickly produces the required quantity of water.
Inverter and TWS technology make Calibra Eco the fastest and most cost-efficient producer
of hot water in its segment: 260 liters of domestic hot water @40°C

Traditional technology

TWS technology

In a traditional water
heater for heat pumps
the heater is surrounded
by the hot water from
the heat pump. The
resulting heat transfer
is both poor and slow.

In a TWS hot water tank,
the hot water is led from
the heat pump in a coil
through the water that is
to be heated. This delivers
more effective heat transfer
and more hot water.

Calibra Eco vs Calibra

Low sound levels

Calibra Eco has great product data and is perfect for replacement of older heat pumps as well
as new builds and retrofit. Calibra Eco can deliver up to 65-degree supply line for e.g. hot water
production, like the regular Calibra.

All heat pumps equipped with a compressor generate
a characteristic sound. The Calibra Eco has been designed so as to
reduce both the vibrations coming from the compressor and the noise
it emits. Vibration and noise reduction is ensured by rubber spacers,
sound attenuating enclosures and flexible conduits. All flexible hoses
are built-in and the heat pump is designed to normally fitted silently
without external flexible hoses.

With R452B the heat pump will run with slightly higher hot gas temperatures compared
to R410A, and this can in some special cases limit the maximum supply line temperatures
at very low brine temperatures. However, also at lower temperatures like brine in –5-degrees,
Calibra eco can normally run at least 55-60-degree supply line temperatures depending
on compressor speed etc, which means that very few in practice will experience any
difference to Calibra with the R410A.

Depending on the speed of the compressor and power
capacity, the sound power level of the Calibra Eco heat pump ranges between 29 and 48
dB(A). The Calibra Eco is currently the quietest heat pump on the market in its segment.

In cases where brine monitoring is needed to protect the borehole or similar, this should
be activated and set by the installer, just as on Calibra (not activated from the factory).
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Calibra Eco
Installation

Calibra Eco
Refrigerant circuit - maintenance and service

Calibra Eco has the same installation methods as Calibra,
as the differences are mainly in the refrigerant circuit and
what refrigerant is used. Calibra Eco is hermetically sealed
in the refrigerant circuit just like regular Calibra.

Calibra Eco has a new compressor that is approved for the A2L refrigerant R452B. From an
aftermarket perspective in Calibra Eco, the components are the same as for ordinary Calibra
with R410A, i.e. no new components are added for the aftermarket except for the compressor
with a new designation that is in included in the ECO variant.

Since Calibra Eco contains refrigerant R452B, which is an
A2L “mildly flammable” refrigerant just like e.g. like R32,
there are some precautions that need to be considered
especially during service in the refrigerant circuit. However,
in many other respects, refrigerant R452B is comparable
to R410A.

As the visible differences between Calibra and Calibra Eco are very small, a clear label on the
electrical cabinet “R452B” (as well as marking on Schrader valves & compressor) is added to
clarify to service personnel that the unit is not filled with R410A but with R452B.

A2L rating “mildly flammable“ means that the refrigerant
at high concentration (e.g. close to the floor immediately
after a sudden refrigerant release) can be ignited by e.g. an
open flame at room temperature, but the burning speed
and energy content during combustion is low.

Just like R410A and most other A1 classed
refrigerants, the A2L refrigerant R452B is classified as
non-toxic in normal use and handling. However, just
as with R410A and other refrigerants, the gas should
never be burned, as harmful substances and gas will
be created.

Thermia currently have no general restrictions on installing
Calibra Eco in for example, boiler rooms with existing oil,
wood boiler or similar which is common in some markets.
This is partly because a combustion boiler is not normally
in continuous operation after installation of the heat pump.
The burning speed of the R452B (in the unlikely event of
sudden external leakage) is also often also lower than the
draw rate of supply air to the boiler. In addition a relatively
high concentration is required for the mixture to ignite.
However, notwithstanding the above said, the heat pump should not be installed in direct
proximity to continuous open flames, such as open-air pilot flame gas boilers that always burn
(not common in most markets but may exist in older applications.)
Since the filling quantity R452B is less than 1.86 kg, mechanical ventilation is not considered
to be required when the heat pump is in operation according to current standards. In case of
service in the refrigerant circuit however, good and adequate ventilation needs to be ensured.
A2L the safety classification of refrigerants is determined by the international standard ISO 817 and adopted
by American standard ASHRAE 34 according to their toxicity and flammability. A2L mean refrigerant with lower
toxicity and mildly flammable level.
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Calibra Eco
Functionality and accessories

Calibra Eco
We love competition, we love to be the champion

As Calibra Eco is a further development of Calibra, the
accessories used for Calibra is also suitable for Calibra Eco.
(Modbus connection, room sensor connection, flow guard
connection & Smart grid connections etc is included -just
like in normal Calibra.)

Comparison of product data between Calibra Eco & Calibra
CALIBRA ECO (R452B)
CALIBRA ECO 8

Material

Accessories

Available for delivery

EM3 internal, domestic

Yes

086L6340

Extension socket (Calibra / Atlas)

Yes

086L5766

Connector kit (Calibra / Atlas)

Yes

086L3937

Room sensor (with display, Modbus)

Yes

086L5875

Room sensor (without display, PT1000)

Yes

086L4535

Power guard

Yes

086L6297

HP dummy Calibra

Yes

086L6358

Passive cooling module PT-1000

Yes

* two of the three marked functions can be used at the same
time.
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CALIBRA 12

3-12

4-16

1,5-7

3-12

0/35

5,87

5,85

5,96

5,77

5,80

Sound level

dB(A)

30-42 (32)

29-44 (34)

32-46 (36)

28-42 (32)

29-46 (35)

CO2 equivalent

tCO2-e

0,628

0,907

1,291

1,982

2,923

FLOOR HEATING– cold climate

Comparison of product data between Calibra Eco & Competing Products
CALIBRA ECO
CALIBRA ECO 8

Competitor A

CALIBRA ECO 12 CALIBRA ECO 16

”6”

”12”

”16”

Kw

2-8

3-12

4-16

1,5-6

3-12

4-16

0/35

5,87

5,85

5,96

5,50

5,40

5,5

Sound level

dB(A)

30-42 (32)

29-44 (34)

32-46 (36)

36-43 (42)

36-47 (44)

36-47 (42)

CO2 equivalent

tCO2-e

0,628

0,907

1,291

2,06

3,55

3,90

SCOP

FLOOR HEATING– cold climate

CALIBRA ECO
CALIBRA ECO 8

Competitor B

CALIBRA ECO 12 CALIBRA ECO 16

”8”

”12”

”16”

Kw

2-8

3-12

4-16

2-8

3-12

4-15

0/35

5,87

5,85

5,96

5,7

5,85

5,55

Sound level

dB(A)

30-42 (32)

29-44 (34)

32-46 (36)

(36)

(41)

(41)

CO2 equivalent

tCO2-e

0,628

0,907

1,291

2,819

4,176

4,802

Heat power span
SCOP

FLOOR HEATING– cold climate

CALIBRA ECO
CALIBRA ECO 8

Competitor C

CALIBRA ECO 12 CALIBRA ECO 16

”8”

”12”

”16”

Kw

2-8

3-12

4-16

2,5-7,7

2,5-11,8

4-16

0/35

5,87

5,85

5,96

5,6

5,5

5,5

Sound level

dB(A)

30-42 (32)

29-44 (34)

32-46 (36)

(34)

(39)

(42)

CO2 equivalent

tCO2-e

0,628

0,907

1,291

4,258

4,258

3,903

Heat power span
SCOP

Functions & accessories that are NOT available to Calibra ECO:
• Primary/secondary installation
• Passive/Active cooling module
• Link
• TWC
• WCS
• Compatibility with EM1 or EM2

CALIBRA 7

2-8

Heat power span

With one EM3 (expansion module) to Calibra /Calibra Eco,
the following add-on features are supported
• Pool
• Mixing valve control* (Distribution circuit 1 /
“previous heat curve 2”)
• Passive cooling
• Active cooling (without cooling tank)
• Power guard (requires toroidal transformer, 086U2793)
• Control of external brine pump (groundwater on/off etc.)
• System supply line sensor and system pump
• Sum alarm & external alarm
• External auxiliary heater*
• Buffer tank control* (Optional if heat pump is connected
to tank or directly to system.

CALIBRA ECO 12 CALIBRA ECO 16

Kw

Heat power span
SCOP

086L5983

CALIBRA (R410A)

FLOOR HEATING– cold climate

Note: As the basis for calculation of the CO2 equivalents above, GWP according to the older
standard “IPCC-AR4” (from 2007) is used, which gives a GWP number for R452B equivalent to
698. This is because AR4 is still being referred to current legislation. The newer standard “AR5”
(from 2014) has not yet had an impact in the legislation but would provide a GWP for R452B of
675.
Internal Information for Thermia Partners and Installers
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Calibra Eco
Sales and delivery schedule
Product name

Sales start

Planned delivery start

Delivery
category

203645

Calibra Eco 8 400V

2021-01-15

2021-02-01

C

203646

Calibra Eco 8 Duo 400V

2021-01-15

2021-02-01

C

203650

Calibra Eco 12 400V

2021-01-15

2021-02-01

C

203651

Calibra Eco 12 Duo 400V

2021-01-15

2021-02-01

C

204010

Calibra Eco 16 400V

2021-01-15

2021-02-01

C

204013

Calibra Eco 16 Duo 400V

2021-01-15

2021-02-01

C

086L6170

MBH Calibra 200

Existing

Existing

A

086L5701

MBH Calibra 300

Existing

Existing

A

Material number

For the definition of delivery categories please see Thermia Partner login. From the sales
start the heat pumps will be made available in the calculation program HPC 2.0, product data
sheets on the Thermia web, as well as updated technical documentation on Partner login. The
documentation will eventually become common with Calibra. Information about 230V versions
will come later.

THERMIA.
FIRST IN
GREEN ENERGY.
SINCE 1923.

Delivery contents
Calibra Eco is (just like Calibra) supplemented with a bi-pack including e.g.: dirt strainer
for the heating system, a filling device for brine, right/left connecting pipe & couplings,
level vessels for brine, safety valves 3 bar (brine) and 9 bar (hot water), and PT 1000
outdoor sensor.
Magnetite filter (28 mm) is available as accessory for Calibra Eco just like Calibra.

PIONEERING
HEAT PUMPS

ENGINEERED
WITH PASSION

BORN IN
SWEDEN

For 50 years, we have dedicated
all our resources and knowledge
to developing and endlessly refining
one product: the heat pump.
Our focus on geothermal energy
has given us world-leading
knowledge in heat pump
technology.

Developing truly sustainable
renewable energy solutions can
only be achieved with passionate,
dedicated and uncompromising
experts. Some of Europe’s most
highly qualified engineers can be
found in our own R&D center.

All our products are designed,
manufactured and tested in Sweden
using the latest technology and
the highest-quality components.
All components inside our ground
source heat pumps are made
in Europe by world-leading
industry specialists.

www.thermia.com
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